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With a large part of the world’s population residing in coastal areas, and largely depending on the coastal
environment, monitoring natural and human-induced coastal changes are paramount to understand the dynamic
and vulnerability of these coastal systems/communities. To understand changes in coastal areas, e.g. environ
mental and social resilience to environmental change, local measurements are inadequate. Such large-scale issues
can only be addressed with perhaps less accurate but large scale measurements from space. Considering
vulnerability or exposure to coastal flooding, both the bathymetry (underwater) and topography (above water)
are vital boundary conditions to understand and accurately estimate impacts on short (storms) and long (interseasonal) time-scales. In this work, we estimate the coastal bathymetry and topography with the optical VENμS
satellite for every single overpass at the Field Research Facility of the US Army Corps of Engineers at Duck, NC.
The experimental VENμS satellite enables estimation of the topography and bathymetry by two repetitive
identical images with a small time-lag. This capability proofs to result in topographies with a few meters ac
curacy and the bathymetry estimation is at best a few decimetres accurate. As a base for future Earth Observation
missions such as Landsat or Sentinel 2, VENμS shows that higher resolution imagery (5 m), repetitive bands and a
revisit time of only 2 days, enables unprecedented land/sea monitoring.

1. Introduction
Most of the world’s population resides within 50 km of seas or
oceans. Measuring and gaining an understanding of coastal-zone dy
namics over broad spatial and temporal scales are paramount to pre
dicting and mitigating potential threats to these environments. As
population densities increase in coastal regions, impacts of coastal
erosion may be exacerbated by a desire to restrict natural variability and
maintain present-day coastal morphology. Much of our understanding of
coastal zone processes have been derived from local studies, and often
with a focus on storm-dominated environments in first world countries.
However, coastal zone issues are gaining visibility around the world,
and as a result, demand for new techniques for collecting coastal
morphology data are increasing. Traditional techniques using RTK-GPS

and echo-sounding systems are often the most accurate and precise, but
can also be time-consuming and expensive, particularly if broad regional
surveys (over 100’s of km) are required. Ultimately, several surveys are
required to observe and gain an understanding of coastal-zone dy
namics, natural and forced. Land-based or airborne remote sensing
techniques, that reconstruct topographies (shoreline tracking or stereoreconstruction) and bathymetries (through depth-inversion using wave
kinematics), can cover the temporal component –delivering bathyme
tries near-constantly, and daily topographies– but still lack large (100’s
of km) spatial coverage. Satellite Earth Observation is an emerging
observation technique with applications to coastal zone management
because of the frequent temporal resolution and large spatial scales
(global) (Benveniste et al., 2019).
Over the last decades, and accelerated over the most recent decade,
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global optical satellite imagery is systematically acquired on a regular
basis with, for example, NASA’s Landsat and EU Copernicus/ESA’s
Sentinel constellations with high resolution (10 to 10s of meters). All of
this optical-imagery is also freely available to anyone, and through
third-party platforms like Google’ Earth Engine (Traganos et al., 2018)
or Amazon’ AWS, they are attainable in large quantities and at large
scale –something that used to be reserved for Space Agencies. It is this
particular combination that allows for larger scale, community-based
analysis of coastal parameters worldwide (Bergsma and Almar, 2020).
An example of engaging the research community to extract coastal ob
servations relates to shoreline tracking (Vos et al., 2019; Luijendijk
et al., 2018). While shoreline positions are an indicator of beach state
and one can extract signs of erosion or accretion (or a trend of), it only
reveals part of the picture. For full understanding of coastal evolution
one should aim to measure beach-topography –by constructing a Digital
Surface Model (DSM) (Almeida et al., 2019) – and nearshore bathymetry
(among others Lyzenga (1978); Stumpf et al. (2003); Poupardin et al.
(2016); Poursanidis et al. (2019); Caballero et al. (2019); Pike et al.
(2019); Bergsma et al. (2019)). While bathymetries can be obtained by
using those publicly available data, the topography can not due to the
form of which the data are distributed – the minimum publicly-available
data-level is Level 1C (Top of Atmosphere) while satellite-sensor level
data is required (Level 1A). The DSM capability of optical satellites is
largely reserved for those satellites that have the capability to view the
same scene with different angles such as ALOS-PRISM (JAXA)
–maximum 3 scenes– (Tadono et al., 2014) or an agile satellite, like
Pleiades (CNES) –maximum 12 scenes.
In this work we aim to extract beach topography and bathymetry
during a single overpass, using an exploratory Earth Observation satel
lite, VENμS, designed to serve as a laboratory for testing new techniques
and methodologies. Like Landsat or Sentinel 2, VENμS systematically
collects data but with a 2-day revisit interval and 5.3 m resolution. The
unique capabilities of the VENμS satellite enable DSM and bathymetry
reconstruction for every single overpass. We provide details on the
satellite imagery in the following section, followed by a description of
the study-site, bathymetry inversion algorithm, and DSM reconstruction
methodology. In the Results, section bathymetry inversion and DEM
reconstruction are presented and evaluated in comparison to in-situ
measured data. The discussion focuses on the ability to capture
morphological evolution and the potential for future Earth Observation
missions.

be used to quantify coastal morphology evolution.
For this study VENμS is set to acquire image-data covering the US
Army Engineer Research and Development Center’s Field Research Fa
cility in Duck, North Carolina, which is located at the east coast of the
USA (illustrated in Fig. 1a-c). The FRF is a coastal observatory particu
larly known for the high quality, consistent data collection with a high
spatio-temporal resolution of both, hydro- and morphodynamics for
more than 4 decades (established in 1977). Hydrodynamic observations,
including water levels (tides), waves, and currents are measured using
in-situ gauges (e.g. waverider buoys, pressure gauges, and acoustic
Doppler instruments) and more recently with remote sensing technol
ogy, including terrestrial LiDAR (Brodie et al., 2015; O’Dea et al., 2019).
The morphology (topographies and bathymetries) is measured monthly
using amphibious vehicles (either the Coastal Research Amphibious
Buggy (CRAB) or Lighter Amphibious Resupply Cargo Vessel (LARC))
with mounted echo-sounding/GPS/motion detector systems (Forte
et al., 2017), as well as hourly using terrestrial LiDAR (O’Dea et al.,
2019) and video systems (Holman and Stanley, 2007). These continuous
morphodynamic observations make the FRF an attractive place to test
new technologies and methods. Data collected at the FRF have been
shown valuable in the past for the validation of various bathymetry
estimation techniques with shore-based or UAV-mounted video (Brodie
et al., 2018; Brodie et al., 2019), high altitude (2.8 km) aerial photog
raphy (Dugan et al., 2001), video dwell length test (Piotrowski and
Dugan, 2002; Holman et al., 2017), and colour based satellite-derived
bathymetry (Lyzenga et al., 2006).
At the FRF, the tailored acquisition setup for VENμS covered a 55 km
stretch along-track and a 27.56 km swath width (across-track), passing
Duck in the northern side of the image such that enough land area is
covered to properly geo-rectify the satellite imagery. The imageacquisition zone is indicated by the green outlined area in Fig. 1d. The
large footprint of the satellite image highlights the regional potential of
satellite coastal observations; that is the observation region is large in
comparison to the typical survey domain – the white box in Fig. 1d –
around the FRF – red dot in Fig. 1d. Here, the satellite-derived ba
thymetries will be compared to the in-situ LARC measurements. These
LARC measurements are collected monthly which allows for testing if
the satellite-derived bathymetries are accurate enough to observe
nearshore morphology evolution through time. The topography is
compared to airborne LiDAR (Wozencraft and Lillycrop, 2006) that
covers similar coastal stretch as the VENμS imagery.

2. Methods

2.2. Satellite-derived bathymetry approaches

2.1. Satellite mission and data collection

Linear wave theory has been used as early as the Second World War
to derive beach slopes from areal photographs taken of enemy-held
beaches (Williams, 1947). Yet, it was only in the early 2000s, with the
digitisation of video cameras, that wave-kinematics were used system
atically to measure beach morphology with reasonable accuracy from
elevated shore-based camera systems (Stockdon and Holman, 2000).
Developments over the last decades (Almar et al., 2008; Holman et al.,
2013; Bergsma et al., 2016; Bergsma and Almar, 2018; Simarro et al.,
2019) shows that bathymetries can be estimated with O(10 cm) accu
racy in various wave-climates and tidal regimes using video cameras,
but the infrastructural needs of such systems limit the spatial coverage to
at best a few square kilometres. The bathymetry inversion algorithms
developed to utilize these shore-based observation techniques exploited
the fixed nature of the camera systems and the long-dwell videos that
they collected (e.g. tens of minutes). In contrast, satellite-based imagery
of the nearshore often lacks temporal dwell; that is, for nongeostationary satellites, given their velocity, a video of at best a min
ute or so can be obtained. For more (publicly) available satellite data,
such as SPOT or Sentinel 2, approaches have recently been developed to
extract wave propagation information and estimate bathymetry with an
accuracy of O(m) between only 2 image snapshots with a small amount
of time in between (Mancini et al., 2012; Abileah, 2013; Poupardin

In this work, an experimental satellite mission for Earth Observation
is used to obtain sub-aerial and sub-aqueous coastal elevation data
which are analyzed through time to quantify coastal dynamics. The
Vegetation and Environment monitoring on a New Micro-Satellite
(VENμS) mission is a joint –ISA (Israeli Space Agency) and CNES
(French Space Agency)– mission that aims to execute technical and
scientific experiments that could form a basis for future optical missions.
The technical, experimental part, consists of in-flight orbit transfer while
the scientific experiments are focused on new image processing tech
niques. Around 100 specific sites are covered globally with a revisit of
every 2 days. Data used in this article is acquired from a sunsynchronised Low-Earth-Orbit with 98.27∘ inclinations at 720 km alti
tude. The VENμS satellite has a super-spectral optical instrument onboard consisting of 12 Visible Near-InfraRed spectral bands that
deliver imagery at a 5.3 m ground-resolution. The first and last spectral
bands (respectively band 5 and 6) are identical with the purpose of
Digital Surface Model (DSM) reconstruction. In addition to DSM
reconstruction of the beach topography, we use these two bands in this
work to estimate the nearshore bathymetry. Considering the high-revisit
frequency of every two days, we aim to evaluate whether these data can
2
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Fig. 1. Location overview for the study-site, the US Army Corps of Engineers, Field Research Facility (FRF), at Duck, North Carolina, USA. a-c provide the overview,
zooming in to d). Where d) shows the area covered by VENμS outlined in green, the location of the USACE-FRF is represented by the red dot and the typical in-situ
survey domain covered by the Lighter Amphibious Resupply Cargo (LARC) vehicle measuring campaigns is indicated by the white perimeter. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

et al., 2016; Almar et al., 2019; Bergsma et al., 2019). In addition to
these wave-kinematics based approaches, techniques to derive ba
thymetry from satellites using light reflectance through the water col
umn have also been developed and have similar accuracy, O(m) (among
others; Lyzenga (1978); Caballero et al. (2019); Caballero and Stumpf
(2019)). Both approaches have great potential to enable worldwide
coastal zone monitoring, particularly when considering the frequent
revisit rate of Sentinel 2 (Bergsma and Almar, 2020). However,
currently, the accuracy of the satellite-based techniques is one order
larger than operational shore-based video cameras and two-orders
larger than in-situ echo-soundings. Hence, additional research is
needed to reduce these errors so that satellite techniques can be useful
for coastal scientists, engineers and managers regularly.

overcome this, a direct Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is applied with
a variable frequency resolution that is wavelength dependent (e.g.
higher frequency-resolution is used for longer wavelengths). Of course,
utilizing a DFT instead of an FFT slows down the computation (e.g.
computational complexity: O(n2) vs O(n log (n))), but considering the
typical window sizes of a few hundred meters in x and y and dx, dy of 5 m
at minimum, the effect on the computational time is limited, yet the gain
in accuracy large. Following the notation in Birgham (1988) but adapted
to the Radon Transform and applied over a given angle (θ), a discrete
Fourier transform can be applied using:

2.2.1. Bathymetry inversion algorithm updates
The bathymetries in this work are derived following a similar
approach outlined in (Bergsma et al., 2019), in which a local Fourier
Slicing technique is used to estimate wave propagation. However, we
deviate from Bergsma et al. (2019) after the Radon-sinogram Eq. (1) is
constructed from a sub-sampled image around a point of interest where
we want to know the depth:

̃
wherein H(k)
is the discrete Fourier approximation of a continuous
Fourier transform, hn(ρ) is the input signal per given angle –here ob
tained from the Radon-sinogram over beam-length ρ–, k represents the
angular wavenumber (frequency in space), n the current sample and N is
the total number of samples. One can use the DFT (2) to apply it to a
range of preset wave-numbers. Here we limit the angular wavenumbers
associated with offshore wave periods (T) ranging from 3 to 25 s with a
ΔT of 0.05 s.
Like any other spectrum, amplitudes and phases can be derived from
the complex coefficients in the Radon-Fourier spectrum. At this point,
̃ θ) per time step (per detector band), for the
we have a spectrum H(k,

RI (θ, ρ) = ∯ D I(x, y) δ(ρ − x cos(θ) − y sin(θ) ) dy dx

̃
H(k)
=

N− 1
∑

hn (ρ)e−

2π ikn/N

(2)

n=0

(1)

where I(x, y) is the sub-sampled image, δ a Dirac-function, ρ the beamlength and θ the rotational angle. The size of the sub-sampled images
is user-defined and here we use sub-sample domains of 600 × 600 m.
The typical beam-length of the Radon Transform –ρ– is linked to the size
of this sub window at θ = 0 degrees –hence in this case 600 m. This beam
is then rotated 360 degrees with a degree interval, resulting in the
Radon-sinogram RI(θ, ρ). In (Bergsma et al., 2019), a discrete Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) was applied to the Radon-sinogram to extract
the wave parameters needed to solve the linear dispersion Eq. (8). An
FFT in combination with varying windows sizes, however, leads to
inconsistent results due to the dependency of the frequency-resolution
(df) on the sub-window size and pixel-resolution. In addition, a con
stant frequency resolution (df) means that the spatial resolution is
greater for smaller wavelengths and coarse –often too coarse– for the
longer wave lengths to accurately resolve wave propagation. To

user-defined range of frequencies –or angular wave numbers (k)– over
all Radon-directions (θ). Here we want to select the waves’ to use for the
inversion carefully and we set three criteria: 1) most energetic spectral
components, 2) only physically meaningful wave-phase shifts (we will
elaborate what meaningful means below) and 3) select shorter waves in
shallow water and longer waves in deep water. The first can be derived
with the spectral amplitudes while the latter requires a bit more insight.
Let’s start by computing the spectral wave phase-shifts between two
detector-bands that supply images at two different times (t and t + 1):

3
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̃ t+1 (k, θ)H
̃ t k , θ)*
ℑ H
⎜
⎟
(
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ΔΦ(k, θ) = tan− 1 ⎜
⎝ (
⎠
̃ t+1 (k, θ)H
̃ t k , θ)*
ℜ H
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way using the wave period in Bergsma and Almar (2018). Restrictions
based on γ have a similar origin and are linked to the ΔΦ limits but
instead of an a priori limit, the endogenously estimated c and k are used
to compute γ. Similar to ΔΦ limits, we can express the limits of γ as γ → 1
means that particular wave is close to the deep-water limit, while when
γ → 0 will be the coastline. γ is smaller for longer waves in greater water
depth; and the longer the wave, the more one can expect non-linearity
and the less morphological details can be resolved. Bearing this in
mind, we restrict allowable γ values based on the transitions from deep
to intermediate and intermediate to shallow water to promote the se
lection of the appropriate waves at the transition zones while in inter
mediate water we don’t mind. The deep water to intermediate water
boundary is typically h/L = 0.25 (Komar, 1998) and the transition from
intermediate to shallow water occurs around h/L = 0.05. These
transition-values result in γ to be restricted to 0.3 < γ < 0.9, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.
The number of frequencies to analyse determines the number of
estimated depths, if found, per point (x, y) of interest. All individual
resulting depths passed the γ restriction, and to combine all individual
depths they are weighted using γ. Direct weighting using γ entails that
the closer the wave is to its deepwater limit (presumably more linear),
the stronger it contributes to the weighted depth. The final result is a
single map of depth to which several estimates contribute.

(3)

̃
in which H(k)
represents the DFT (k, θ) per image (at time t and t + 1),
the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate while ℑ and ℜ
respectively indicate the imaginary and real part of the cross product. To
limit non-physical wave-number/direction selections, the spectrum is
filtered using physical wave propagation limits so that only physically
meaningful wave propagation are allowed. Considering that the time
difference between two frames (here Δt = 2.669 s) is known, one can
approximate the minimum and maximum wave-propagation limits per
angular wave number over this Δt using linear wave theory (c2 =
g
ktanh(kh)). The minimal wave propagation relates to the shallow water
reduction of the linear dispersion relation –tanh(kh) → 0 = kh– so that
√̅̅̅̅̅
c = gh. Now the minimal phase shift can be determined as a function
of a given minimal depth:
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
ΔΦmin = Δtk ghmin
(4)
wherein k are all user-defined angular wave numbers, g is the gravita
tional acceleration (set to 9.8 m/s2 here) and hmin is the minimum water
depth. The minimal water depth depends on the image resolution where
the starting point is that at least 2 pixels displacement (pixel size = Δxy)
is required to observe wave propagation. Considering this, the minimum
phase shift simplifies to:
ΔΦmin = 2kΔxy

2.2.3. Study specific settings and tide
There are several user-defined parameters that must be determined
for bathymetry estimation to work and for the bathymetry to be
georeferenced. All bathymetries shown in this work are estimated over a
domain around Duck, NC between 432000 < x < 435000 and 4003500
< y < 4005500 meters in UTM 18 N coordinates at a 50 m resolution. For
the depth estimation method rest two more parameters, the maximum
number of frequencies to analyse and the sub-sampling window size.
Here we analyse at maximum 4 frequencies and set the sub-window to
600 × 600 m.
Once depths are derived the bathymetry has no vertical reference; it
just represents the depth calculated at that instance. In order to compare
the satellite derived bathymetries to in-situ measured data one needs to
include the tidal elevation. At Duck the field measurements and the tidal
gauge data are supplied with the same vertical reference (NAVD88), to
get from depth to vertical referenced depth we just have to subtract the
tidal elevation from the derived depths.

(5)

Similarly, a maximum phase shift (ΔΦmax) can be determined based
on the deep water limit, as kh → ∞, tanh(kh) becomes 1 and thus c = 2gπ T
and considering that c = L/T, the wave length L becomes 2gπT 2 . Using this,
one can limit the maximum phase shift in terms of the angular wave
number (k) to:
Δt
ΔΦmax = √̅̅̅̅
1
gk

(6)

Spectral phase-shifts (ΔΦ) outside these set limits are considered
non-physical and are set to zero. The amplitude and phase spectrum are
then multiplied to extract energetic and propagating signals only, within
our set boundaries. For N (default =3) resulting most energetic spectral
energy peaks, the celerity is approximated using:
c=

ΔΦ
kΔt

(7)

Then depth can be approximated using the sensed wave celerity c
and associated angular wavenumber k to solve the linear dispersion
relation for free surface waves:
( 2 )
1
ck
(8)
h = tanh− 1
k
g
Noteworthy, throughout Eqs. (1)–(8) only three user-defined inputs
are required: 1) number of frequencies to analyse, 2) the minimum
depth (default = 0.5 m) and 3) range of resolved wave periods (default
= 3–25 s). The latter two inputs can be considered applicable to a large
range of wave conditions all over the world and could be set to
constants.
2.2.2. Wave selection and combining multiple waves
Besides that wave celerities are limited within a physical range, a
preference for shorter over longer waves in shallow water and vice-versa
for deepwater should also be considered. An elegant way of taking this
into account is including additional restrictions based on γ =

Fig. 2. Limits based on γ. The black curves represent h/L as a function of γ. The
horizontal red dashed line indicates the transition from deep to intermediate
water (0.25) while the blue dashed line represents the transition from inter
mediate to shallow water (0.05). (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

c2 k
g

(Stockdon and Holman, 2000; Simarro et al., 2019) – applied in a similar
4
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2.3. Topography from space

correlations. Now we have tie-points between the image from band 5
and 6, the viewing direction intersection is computed from these tie
points – where the lines meet in Fig. 3 – which leads to a local elevation.
The result is a Digital Surface Model with an intrinsic resolution of 50 ×
50 m. The DSM is finally obtained in sensor geometry (B5 band geom
etry) and compared to a reference DTM to assess the altitude restitution
performance (Rolland et al., 2019). An overview of the DSM global
processing chain is presented in Fig. 4.

Besides a bathymetry, we aim to also obtain a topography to com
plete the coastal continuum at the same overpass of the VENμS satellite.
To get a digital surface model, at least two frames covering the same
location from different angles are required so that the stereoscopic
principle can be applied. The VENμS satellite provides this possibility
through two identical detector bands (same spectral content) at the start
and end of the image acquisition; in other words, Band 5 and 6 are
placed at the extremities of the focal plane. This process is illustrated in
Fig. 3, where at time t, band 5 (blue rectangle) is acquired and 2.7 s later,
band 6 (red rectangle) is acquired looking at the same position from a
different angle.
A topography is obtained through spaceborne stereoscopy, which
can be achieved by correlating observed local deformations to a local
elevation. To do so it requires geometric information of the satellite,
hence, at minimum Level 1A products are required; products that are
radiometrically corrected and in sensor geometry (so not ortho-rectified
such as Sentinel 2 Level 1C or higher levels). This product level is often
restrictively available to public users, and similarly, for VENμS this in
formation is only available through the Image Quality Center (VIQ) at
the French Space Agency (CNES).
After the conversion from payload data (Level 0) to sensor level data
(Level 1A), the first step is to perform a geometric correction using
Geopix. For the geometric correction, image tie points are computed
between detector bands 5, 6 and 7 of the L1A product. Ground control
points are computed with respect to a Sentinel 2 reference image
covering the same scene to correct the VENμS Level 1A product to an
absolute location. Now we have a refined geometric model that drasti
cally decreases correlation errors related to persistent attitude restitu
tion uncertainties. After correcting the geometric model, a disparity map
between band 5 and 6 is computed. This correlation, measured using
QPEC/Medicis tool (Cournet et al., 2016), is performed without resampling B5 and B6 bands in a common geometry. Instead, to avoid
noise from the re-sampling process, the co-location grid from band 5 to 6
images is computed from the corrected geometric model to give an apriori on B5/B6 disparity. At this point, we get a disparity map at a
reduced resolution every 4 pixels which is then used to compute the
correlation between these disparities using a window 21 × 21 pixels (see
the section below). Band 5 and 6 tie points are then derived from valid

2.3.1. Correlation window
A stereoscopic system is characterised by its base to height ratio (B/
H). Whereas regular B/H ratios are around 0.15 (e.g. the very highresolution Pleiades satellite) or tailored 3D missions such as ALOSPRISM with a B/H ratio of 1.0, VENμS has a small B/H ratio of 0.025.
This B/H ratio is similar to the ratio found at SPOT5 between
Panchromatic and Multispectral images (May and Latry, 2009). The
main advantages of such small B/H ratio are a good radiometric simi
larity between images and no occlusion areas (interest in mountainous
and urban areas). However, as the disparity between images is smaller,
the resulting DEM is more sensitive to geometric modelling errors and
has a less important altimetric sensibility. To overcome this drawback,
we lower matching noise by increasing the size of the correlation win
dow up to 21 × 21 pixels, which in turn may yield a fattening effect in
the resultant Digital Elevation Model (DEM). One could choose a smaller
window but this decreases the correlation stability and hence increases
noise levels.
2.3.2. Geometric errors and their correction
Unfortunately, VENμS imagery is subject to attitude restitution er
rors which restrict accurate DEM retrieval. Despite a correction per
formed at VENμS ground segment (Binet et al., 2018), attitude residuals
yield interband image misregistration of 0.2 pixels RMS; which is a
significant value for most remote sensing applications. Due to the low B/
H ratio of 0.025 between stereo bands B5 and B6, this misregistration
induces an error of 40 m RMS. Therefore, a new attitude correction,
based only on the image’s content, is developed using the geometric
toolbox (Geopix – developed at CNES) to achieve a registration accuracy
of maximum 0.05-pixel (Bernardini et al., 2020). This method uses tie
points computed between several bands. Note that a-priori knowledge of
the tie points altitude (based on SRTM DTM) is required to constrain the
attitude correction. As shown in Bernardini et al. (2020), the correction
on the VENUS imagery collected at DUCK leads to very good interbandregistration performance of maximum 0.05 pixel, ultimately reducing
vertical offsets in the DSM.
3. Results
A total of 112 VENμS satellite images meet the cloud-coverage cri
terion (cloud coverage <40%) considering the whole image, over a
period from 4 April 2019 to 26 August 2020. However, locally around
the FRF clouds could still exist while passing the 40% criterion and
sometimes wave patterns were not visible or orbital noise too pro
nounced. As a result, the number of estimated bathymetries over this
period is limited to a total of 42. Nonetheless, on average we are able to
obtain a bi-weekly satellite-derived bathymetry. For the coastal topog
raphies derived by stereo-reconstruction, 6 dates were selected rather
than all imagery due to the complexity of data accessibility (sensorlevel) and processing chain.
3.1. Bathymetry
Within the set of 42 derived bathymetries, the skill and accuracy of
the estimation method varies, depending on environmental conditions
such as wave characteristics, atmospheric conditions such as clouds, and
finally the degree of which wave propagation is observable (depending
on image clarity, noise, etc). Later on, we will discuss a time series of

Fig. 3. Illustration of the stereoscopic capability provided by the VENμS sat
ellite. By collecting two images that look at the same scene but at a different
angle a Digital Surface Model can be calculated (Δh) through correlation of
shifted (Δx) ground tie-points.
5
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Fig. 4. Overview of VENμS DEM processing chain.

bathymetry but to illustrate the method’s performance let us show an
example of this wave-kinematics based bathymetry estimation at 50 m
resolution over a 2 × 3 km domain around Duck.
While the depth is the final objective, intermediate parameters
generally provide a good qualitative indicator of the performance one
can expect to get. Ultimately one is after a proper wave direction and a
wave celerity that are in the order from 0 and 15 m/s. The stream plot in
Fig. 5 provides clear confidence in the estimated wave direction, wave

refraction patterns are visible as waves arrive closer to shore. Also, the
colouring indicating the wave celerity shows that the wave celerity re
duces as the closer waves get to shore, as one would expect. This pro
vides some confidence in both, the wavenumber and phase-shift
estimation. Fig. 5c shows the derived water depths on 16 May 2020. It is
important to note that not every cell in the domain meets the filtering
limitations (see Methods section) or wave propagation is perturbed (e.g.
due to white-capping, boats) and therefore at some parts of the domain

Fig. 5. A bathymetry estimation result using VENμS satellite imagery at the FRF DUCK, NC on 16 May 2020. From a) to d), a) represents the wave direction/celerity
pattern, b) the difference between estimated and surveyed water depth, c) estimated water depth (NAVD88), d) scatter including basic statistics to illustrate the
bathymetry estimation performance.
6
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no depths could be derived. There are two regions where most nonreturns are found: the shallowest and deepest parts of the domain.
Although it is evident that the set limits primarily work in these regions,
so one can expect no-returns, it is also true that these regions are more
challenging with little time information (2 frames only). For example,
the beach is a non-propagating bright (high pixel intensity) feature that
hinders the estimation of wave propagation or leads to significant
overestimation of the wavelength and is subsequently rejected by the
γ-criterion (Section 2.2.2). In addition, the γ-criterion clearly rejects
depth estimates in the offshore regions. Considering a measured wave
period of 6.4 s and an offshore limit for depth estimation at h/L = 0.25
(Komar, 1998) one can expect to estimate depths until approximately
16 m. Although the accuracy and precision deteriorate towards deeper
water, a similar depth estimation limit is found here.
Fig. 5b shows the difference of the derived bathymetry in comparison
to a survey conducted with the LARC one day before the satellite passover (15 May 2020). Over the total domain represented in Fig. 5b we
find an RMS error of 1.07 m and an average bias − 0.04 m. Over the
whole domain, the method is capable of estimating the depth within
4.1% of the measured water depth. If we consider an alongshore average
cross-shore profile the RMS error is down to 84 cm while the average
bias changes to 0.09 m. In addition to these statistical indicators, let’s
explore the sensing-error source(s) by using a measured bathymetry
(that acts as known-depth) and a measured wave period so that an ex
pected angular wave number and related celerity can be computed. This
allows for assessing if the sensing-error is mainly made in k or c –thus
ΔΦ–, or both over the entire inversion/survey domain. For wavenumber
k an average bias of − 0.0183 rad/m is found, this is a large relative error
as it represents at worse an offset of 14.6%. The error can partially be
contributed to the fact that angular wavenumber k is estimated over a
sub-window using surrounding points –in comparison to instantaneous
expected angular wavenumber k. Using a sub-window inherently leads
to a smoothing of the rapidly changing wavenumber as the waves
propagate to shore. The wave celerity is on average overestimated
+0.44 m/s which is around 5.7% overestimation on average. Interest
ingly, an underestimated k and overestimated c partially compensate
each other in γ; which is expressed in an average bias of 0.039 for γ.
Similarly, a scatter plot as presented in Fig. 5d can provide us with
valuable statistics as it represents the measured versus estimated depth.
A perfect match is found when the grey and black dots lay on top of the
diagonal red-line (1:1 line). It is evident from the scatter that there is a
skill in the methodology to estimate water depths from satellite imagery
with just 2 frames. The statistics confirm this with a linear fitting line
with 0.97 slope and 0.09 intersect. The estimation captures a large de
gree of the variance – r2 of 0.88 – which is significant – p-value < 0.05.

B/H ratio of 0.36) while VENμS is downward-looking, taking a single
image (with different bands) through a push-broom image-acquisition
concept which results in much smaller incident angles and weaker B/H
ratio (0.025). While we hence do not expect a similar order of precision
as in Almeida et al. (2019), VENμS imagery should be able to deliver
topographies with reasonable accuracy, and considering VENμS’ revisit
time of 2 days (something that would be very expensive to do with
Pleiades), precision and accuracy can be improved by assimilating
topographies.
Fig. 6 is exemplary for the typical result one obtains by applying a
stereogrammetry procedure to detector-band 5 and 6 of VENμS. Fig. 6
shows airborne LiDAR data and VENμS derived topography. A funda
mental difference between these DEMs is that they are respectively a
Digital Terrain Model and a Digital Surface Model, in which the LiDAR
represents the bare terrain while VENμS topographies represent the top
of a surface. Nonetheless, the LiDAR data is the most accurate available
large-scale dataset to compare the VENμS derived topography against.
From Fig. 6a one can see that the airborne LiDAR provides an elevation
measurement along the whole open coast within the VENμS scene; the
VENμS topographies are computed over the entire scene –Fig. 6b. There
are 6 GPS-measured points (red-dots in Fig. 6b) that are open areas and
can be used to co-locate all satellite-derived DEMs to the same vertical
reference frame (Almeida et al., 2019) but also to assess its performance.
The non co-located DEMs have an average RMS error of 4.99 m and a
bias of 0.09 m. in comparison to an airborne LiDAR survey, an RMS error
of 7.83 m is found and a bias of 0.48 m. This error seems enormous but it
should be placed in context. In comparison to well known DEMs – such
as NASA’s SRTM (radar) and JAXA’ ALOS-PRISM (optical), with a
respective vertical accuracy of 6–9 m (Farr et al., 2007), 7 m (Tadono
et al., 2014)– that are composites of several over-passes, a similar ac
curacy is found for VENμS (Rolland et al., 2019). Unlike the specialised
optical missions ALOS-PRISM and Pleiades, VENμS has the least
favourable angle and resolution configuration. The pixel’ ground reso
lution (10 times less than Pleiades) and small B/H ratio (40 times
smaller than ALOS-PRISM / 6 times smaller than Pleiades) are the
weakest for VENμS between the three missions leave improving the
accuracy difficult: to get to this accuracy, boundaries are pushed to get
up to 0.05 pixel accurate position determination. Considering, any un
foreseen satellite movement, even the tiny vibrations, will contribute to
a similar order of errors. If we zoom in to an area of 3 × 3 km around the
FRF (Fig. 6c-e) and compare Fig. 6c and e visually, we see that in gen
eral, large morphological dune features are present and in the right
order of magnitude.

3.2. Topography

Ultimately the satellite-derived bathymetry and topography com
bined enables the monitoring of full coastal evolution, including beach
morphodynamics and dune development –and their interlinked
morphological behaviour (de Vries et al., 2012; Ruessink et al., 2018).
Here we present an alongshore average continuum profile to show the
potential of acquiring satellite-derived topography and bathymetry in a
single over-pass of the VENμS satellite. The satellite-derived results are
compared to the airborne LiDAR which is presented in Fig. 7a. The
alongshore average profile of the LiDAR data (black) and VENμS derived
profile (red) are presented in Fig. 7b.
From the first look at Fig. 7b it is evident that the satellite-based
alongshore average profiles of both the topography and the bathyme
try show great potential. Although, around the shoreline and nearshore,
in shallow water depths, the satellite data struggles to derive an eleva
tion – likewise traditional echo-sounding / GPS based measurements
that do not use an amphibious craft also suffer from this data-gap –, the
bathymetry and topography estimation using VENμS has skill. The RMS
error of the alongshore average topography and bathymetry are
respectively 1.12 m and 0.84 m with a respective bias of +0.11 m and
− 0.10 m. As for the topography, this could be linked to accounting for

3.3. Coastal continuum

Satellite-based topographies can be derived for each acquired image
but as mentioned earlier, due to computationally expensive routines and
limited (secured) data access to the sensor-level data, we limit our focus
in this section to 6 topographies at different dates. Previous work with
very-high-resolution satellite data from Pleiades, shows that a topog
raphy through stereogrammetry can be accurate enough to monitor
morphological change on the beach (Almeida et al., 2019). The perfor
mance of stereogrammetry is largely susceptible to what degree texture
can be observed. Let’s say that between Almeida et al. (2019) and this
work, other than that there is much more water in the image at Duck, the
environment is similar but one major difference can be found in how
both satellites acquire their optical imagery. Let alone sensor differ
ences, we find that the ground resolution of VENμS is about ten times
larger than Pleiades which inherently means fewer details/texture could
be observed, and hence fewer homologue tie-points to correlate with one
another. At the same time, Pleiades is a relatively agile satellite that
takes, by default two or three different images at relatively large inci
dent angles (B/H ratios – in Almeida et al. (2019) the two images had a
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Fig. 6. Measured and satellite derived topographies. a) and b) show the DEMs over the whole VENμS acquisition scene (30 × 50 km) of respectively airborne LiDAR
DTM (18 to 25 June 2019) and VENμS imagery based DSM (26 August 2020). c) to e) show a zoomed area (3 × 3 km) around the FRF, with respecively the airborne
LiDAR in c), a difference plot between LiDAR and VENμS in d) and the VENμS DEM zoom in e).

vegetation or bare earth only. For the assessment of and protective
measures against coastal inundation knowledge about the coastal
maximum is important. The LiDAR finds an alongshore average coastal
maximum –here the dune top– of 7.8 m while the VENμS satellite
topography slightly underestimates the alongshore average coastal
maximum with 7.2 m, a 60 cm (7%) vertical offset to the ground truth.

likely due to the weaker link between incident waves and the bathym
etry. The greyed area –the standard-deviation in time– in Fig. 8a shows
that the deeper limits follow the bathymetry deeper that 12 m, but are
rarer in time. If the look at the time-stack in Fig. 8b, it is evident that
there are some unnatural variations in the cross-shore direction but in
general the method is capable of getting the cross-shore profiles right. At
the shore, the satellite-derived bathymetries reveal a sandbar, which is
unlikely to be this pronounced, nor present. From the temporal
component in Fig. 8b and c it is clear that from Christmas 2019 until
mid-February 2020 bathymetry estimations are rare; while during
summer months bathymetry estimations are denser in time. This is
mainly due to increased cloud cover during the winter months, so even
with a two day revisit it is a challenge to obtain bathymetries regularly
during these months. In the perspective of worldwide bathymetry esti
mation, this is a major limitation for tropical regions (Bergsma and
Almar, 2020).
Fig. 8c shows the RMS error per VENμS bathymetry estimation
compared against the closest LARC survey in time. The blue and orange
bars indicate the RMS error related to the total profile (blue), and pro
files until minimal offshore depth limit based on the wave period in time
in orange (12 m). On average the bathymetries are estimated with an
RMS error of 1.77 m, the best case shows an RMS error of 0.82 m and the
worst has 2.95 m error over the full cross-shore profile. Focusing on the
profiles until 12 m water depth (orange bars), the average RMS error
reduces to 1.21 m and the worst stays similarly at 3.02 m while the best
estimation goes down to 0.37 m. Although these results are promising
and getting to a similar accuracy as video-based methods (Holman et al.,
2013), it also holds that it would be a challenge to assess morphological
change in the same order or smaller. The question that remains is if we

4. Discussion
4.1. Morphological evolution
Considering the results, monitoring coastal evolution –topography
and bathymetry– at large spatial scales seems to be within reach.
However, the results are presented at a single time while the perfor
mance likely varies in time. To address this, let us use alongshore
average cross-shore profiles, plotted in time, and access whether coastal
evolution monitoring is possible. Fig. 8 provides the basis for the anal
ysis, including a temporal median profile in Fig. 8a, time-varying
alongshore average cross-shore profiles presented as a time-stack in
Fig. 8b and the associated error in comparison to the closest field survey
(in time) carried out by the EDRC’s LARC vehicle in Fig. 8c. The RMSerror is mainly associated with the bathymetry estimation since the
topography is only estimated a few times over the same period.
Similarly to the results in Figs. 5 and 7, the performance of the ba
thymetry estimation is limited to the deepwater limit of the moment of
sensing. Hence, in Fig. 8b the empty white areas on deeper sides. The red
line in Fig. 8a, shows that the temporal average is very consistent
(minimal standard deviation), until 12 m water depth. In deeper water,
the method generally underestimates the water depth; which is most
8
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Fig. 7. Spaceborne coastal continuum. a) presents the airborne LiDAR mea
surements covering land and sea in the vicinity of the FRF at Duck overlayed on
top of a Venus image. b) shows the alongshore average profile of the LiDAR
survey in black and superimposed the VENμS derived topography and ba
thymetry in red. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

can link the accuracy to environmental conditions. Only weak to poor
correlations are found compared to measured wave conditions; 0.21
correlation with the mean wave period and 0.06 correlation with the
significant wave height. Although weakly correlated, we find that the
shorter the waves the better the VENμS bathymetry-estimation.

Fig. 8. Temporal evolution of alongshore continuum profiles showing in a) the
temporal mean in red, with the standard deviation in time around the mean in
grey. b) shows the time-stack of topography and bathymetry combined 18 April
2019 to 26 August 2020. c) represents the RMS error compared to the closest
survey in time (maximum 1 month apart). The blue bars represent the error
related to the full cross-shore profile, while the orange bars represent the RMS
error until 12 m measured water depth (minimum offshore limit in time). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

4.2. VENμS in perspective of the current Sentinel 2 mission
The current Sentinel 2 mission shares many features with the VENμS
satellite although the lower resolution (at best 10 m (Sentinel 2) instead
of 5 m (VENμS)), the lack of repetitive, identical, detector bands (band 5
and 6 in VENμS) limits DSM construction for topographies and wavepropagation detection for nearshore bathymetries.
As for now DSM reconstruction using Sentinel 2 imagery is limited to
overlapping ground-swaths using different orbits (Bergsma and Almar,
2020). The ground resolution of VENμS is a major limitation to further
improve DSM reconstruction, with the current Sentinel 2 ground reso
lution of 10 m, DSM reconstruction is even more susceptible to small
data-perturbations. More importantly, constructing coastal topogra
phies from Sentinel 2 has another major limitation; data availability.
Currently, the purest Sentinel 2 data (closest to sensor-level data) that is
publicly available is restricted to Top of Atmosphere, Level 1C, while
sensor-level data, Level 1A, is required. Hence, unless this user-policy is
changed or DSM data is made available on a regular basis, DSM recon
struction with Sentinel 2 is not available to the broader public and re
mains a privilege for the European Space Agency (ESA) or space
agencies alike.
Bathymetry estimation using light penetration physics e.g. (Lyzenga,
1978; Stumpf et al., 2003; Caballero and Stumpf, 2019) and wave ki
nematics can be done with the current levels of Sentinel 2 data (Bergsma
et al., 2019). Focusing on the latter; considering that one is tracing wave
propagation waves with a typical wave length in the order of 100 s

meters, the satellite resolution –of 5 m (VENμS) and 10 m (Sentinel 2)– is
sufficient to observe waves, but with a better resolution the wave
propagation is potentially observed more accurately. As waves propa
gate into shallower water they become less and less dispersive: the phase
speed of the wave is reducing towards shore resulting in wave shoaling;
shorter wavelength greater water height hence steeper waves. Consid
ering this, the observable wave pattern should be more distinctive (due
to steeper waves) and one would expect a more accurate wavelength/
propagation observation, and hence, the ability to estimate shallower
water depths with higher resolution imagery. One major difference be
tween VENμS and Sentinel 2, is the sensor configuration. While VENμS is
a single detector with multiple bands, Sentinel 2 has multiple staggered
detectors to enable a large, 290 km, ground-swath but these detectors
collect data in opposite direction. This inter-detector variability has an
effect on measuring propagating features (Yurovskaya et al., 2019) but
also alters inter-detector intensities (hence products based on colour),
especially on the boundaries of detector bands (Pahlevan et al., 2017;
Medina-Lopez and Ureña-Fuentes, 2019).
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4.3. An outlook to future systematic optical EO missions

and bathymetry simultaneously using a generic Earth Observation setup
similar to Landsat and Sentinel 2. Depending on the policy of dataavailability, in particular sensor level data, the continuum capabilities
to monitor our coastal environment as shown in this work remain
restricted or could be unlocked to the larger public, new research and
governing bodies.

Over the last decades, NASA’s Landsat has been revolutionary by
bringing satellite imagery to the public, and EU Copernicus/ESA’s
Sentinel programme is a solid supplement to systematic optical Earth
Observation missions. The satellite used in this work is largely explor
atory and there is no doubt that the VENμS mission is a tailored mission,
and therefore quite flexible to user-demands to experiment acquisition
modes for future applications. In many ways the VENμS satellite mission
can be seen as a test platform for future Earth Observation constellation
requirements (Landsat/Sentinel 2/other), and for this particular appli
cation to mount a case for next-level (topography and bathymetry) longterm, worldwide and standardised/repetitive coastal monitoring from
space.
The main limitation of spaceborne coastal monitoring depends if one
considers the emerged topography or the submerged bathymetry. For
the topography, the weak B/H ratio of nadir satellites like Landsat and
Sentinel 2, in combination with the ground resolution, is rather limiting
the vertical accuracy. Considering that the B/H ratio is inherently bound
to the space-craft configuration, one should opt for higher resolution; for
example, closer to 1–2.5 m (similar to SPOT). Higher resolution will
come at a price, needing to add more satellites or accepting a longer time
in between revisits. For bathymetry estimation through wave kine
matics, the resolution can be considered less important than for the
topography but is required to solve fine morphological features. In
general, for the bathymetry, if you have a very high-resolution satellite
(resolution O(m) or sub meter), it does not mean you can observe the
bathymetry more accurately. At some point, the finer resolution imagery
does not improve the wave-physics estimation anymore but actual wave
physics and their inherent lack in response to the bottom limit the ba
thymetry estimation. To illustrate this, a car (short wave) passing speed
bump, feels the speed bump to a different degree than a lorry (long
wave) passing the same speed bump in which a small bump is hardly felt
by a lorry. In other words, a long period wave of 25 s is differently
affected by complex morphology than a windsea wave of 5 s, and hence,
with a wave of 5 s one can theoretically resolve finer morphological
details. At the same time one has to bear in mind that the signal-to-noise
ratio reduces. It is also not to say that image resolution is no limitation at
all, in fact it is a significant limitation. Bergsma et al. (2019) shows that
the Radon-Transform based Fourier Slicing method requires at least six
points on a wave length, and with Sentinel 2. For Sentinel 2 bands at 10
m resolution this means that one can only resolve waves up to approx
imately 7 s. Future Sentinel constellation therefore do benefit from an
increased resolution to for example 5 m, the method should then be able
to resolve waves with 4.5 s periods. In addition to the resolution, one
could consider the acquired imagery in terms of the number of frames. In
this work 2 identical frames are used Bergsma et al. (2019) uses 2 frames
from different colour-bands) but as one can imagine the more successive
frames the more stable wavelength and celerity can be derived, or a
better sense of the estimations’ error could be obtained.
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